MAJOR FOAM PROCESSING & FABRICATING FACILITY
“FOAM PROCESSING/Roll Forming/Fabricating”

AUCTION LOCATION:
43 N. 48TH AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85043

AUCTION DATE:
THURSDAY, MAY 31, 2012

STARTING @ 11:00 A.M.
INSPECTION: MORNING of SALE from (8-11)

BY ORDER OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS FOR,
“HIGHLAND PRODUCTS INC.”

100,000 SQ FT MFG FACILITY

STATE OF THE ART FOAM MFG FACILITY

- Gateway GP-4000 Contour Hot Wire Slabber, for vertical/horizontal foam cutting
- Gateway GP5000 CNC Hot Wire Contour Cutting System S/N: 563602
- Gateway GP5000 Hot Wire Contour Cutting System 112” W x 52” H x 120” long block size capacity

DIRECTIONS:
From Phoenix Airport take the I-10 WEST and take the 43rd Ave Exit and turn left, then turn right onto Van Buren St. and turn left onto N. 48th Ave.

 TERMS OF SALE: CASH OR CASHIERS CHECK ONLY. 12% BUYERS PREMIUM ON ALL PURCHASES.
$200.00 REFUNDABLE CASH DEPOSIT. 25% CASH DEPOSIT TOWARDS ALL PURCHASES. ALL SALES ARE SUBJECT TO ARIZONA SALES TAX. THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS.

BID LIVE OR VIA WEBCAST

DESIGN & PRINTING BY: I AM PRINTING SOLUTIONS • 818.357.2510 • www.iam-printing.com
HIGHLAND PRODUCTS

3) KORNYAK / DINGELDIEN VACUUM POLYSTRENE BLOCK MOLDERS, CHAMBER SIZE 19.75'' X 50 1/4'' X 50 1/4'' CHAMBER, STEAM USAGE 200 POUNDS/BLOCK, 50HP BLOWER, AIR SUPPLY 3 SCFM 80 PSI, HYD PRESS 1200 PSI NOMINATE, TANKS, VACUUM SYSTEM, ETC.

1999 HIRSCH MASGHINENBAU MODEL TYPE PREEX 1200-D131S FOAM EPS EXPANDER FOR PROCESSING EXPANDABLE POLYSTYRENE, COMPUTER CONTROLLED, HOPPER.

CLOSING YOUR BUSINESS OR SELLING EQUIPMENT CALL
818-763-2021
www.AAGAUCTION.com
METAL ROLLFORMING & FABRICATING:
- ROTO DIE HYD BENDER MODEL 15, 10FT CAPACITY, S/N 81133.
- PEXTO U-2120B, 10FT X 10GA POWER MECHANICAL SHEAR.
- SHARP VERTICAL MILL, 9 X 42, WITH DRO AND VAR SPEED.
- BRIDGEPORT VERTICAL MILL, 9 X 42, VAR SPEED.
- LEBLOND 14 X 48 ENGINE LATHE WITH SERVO SHIFT.
- UNITEX 6 X 12 SURFACE GRINDER.
- DRILL PRESSES, TOOL BOXES, TABLES, SHELF.
- 2) SWEET CONCRETE 12 X 26 CONCRETE BUCKET ELEVATORS, S/N 2050488 AND 2061144.
- ACCUTINTER 8000 (FLUID MANAGEMENT) PAINT MIXER COMPUTERIZED.
- 2) QUINCY 2007 OSB-30 30 HP ROTARY AIR COMPRESSORS.
- QUINCY 15HP PISTON TYPE AIR COMPRESSOR.
- 2) QUINCY 15HP AIR COMPRESSORS.
- CHALLENGE SHRINK WRAP PACKAGING SYSTEMS.
- PACKAGING SYSTEM SERIES 500S ROTARY SHRINK WRAPPER.
- VARIOUS AUGERS, CONVEYORS, MISC PARTS, SHRINK WRAPPERS.
- PALLET RACKS, SHELVING AND SUPPORT.
**PROCESSING EQUIPMENT & SUPPORT**

1999 HURST BOILER, SCOTCH TYPE, S/N S1545-150-7, 300 HP, 150 PSI WORKING PRESSURE, 10350 STEAM LBS/HR.

DIXON BOILER SCOTCH MARINE TYPE, S/N 1381, 8,368,750 BTU, 250 HP.

2) SWEET CONCRETE 12 X 26 CONCRETE BUCKET ELEVATORS, S/N 2050488 AND 2061144.

**CONCRETE BAGGING**

**FOAM PROCESSING SYSTEM:**

2005 SHIP SHORE ENVIRONMENTAL REGENERATIVE THERMAL OXIDIZER, MODEL SSE-07K-95X-RTO, DIMENSION 12' WIDE X 30' LONG X 17' HIGH, 42,000 lbs WEIGHT, INSULATION 6'' CERAMIC FIBER, MILD STEEL CONSTRUCTION, MAXON EB-3 NATURAL GAS BURNER 2MM BTU/HR, 25'' DIA X 35FT TALL STACK, 7000 SCFM AIRFLOW, 1450-1600 F OPERATING TEMP, 1.5 - 3 MINUTE VALVE CYCLE TIME, S/N 2005-209-1105.

2000 SHIP SHORE ENVIRONMENTAL REGENERATIVE THERMAL OXIDIZER MODEL SSE-6K-90X-RTO, DIMENSIONS: 15' WIDE X 23' LONG X 26.4' HIGH, APPROX WEIGHT 30,500 LBS, 6'' CERAMIC FIBER INSULATION, MILD STEEL CONSTRUCTION, BURNER ECLIPSE THERMALJET 200 2MM BTU/HR, AIRFLOW 6000 SCFM, OPERATING TEMP 1500 F, STACK 22'' DIA, 37FT TALL, VALVE CYCLE 1.5-3 MIN, S/N 2000-031-0701.

**HURST 300 HP SCOTCH MARINE BOILER, 150 MAX PSI, 10350 STEAM LBS/HR.**

**DIXON DBSH-250 GD2, 250HP BOILER, 8,368,750 BTU S/N: 1381**

**SWEET CONCRETE BAGGER, MODEL 12x26 SILVER SWEET BUCKET ELEVATOR, S/N: 2050488 AND 2061144**

**VERTICAL AUGER/HOPPER**
MFG & PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

www.AAGAuction.com

GRANULATORS

(2) MARLEY COOLING TOWERS

(1 OF 2) DE-DUSTER W/ BAG HOPPER

LIKE NEW

CUSTOM 4FT FOAM GROOVER W/ CONVEYOR

MOONET MACHING (MMM) 25HP VERTICAL MIXER

HEGER 16” x 16” CONTINUOUS COMPACTOR W/ HOPPER

FEATURING:
CUSTOM 4FT FOAM GROOVER WITH CONVEYOR.
GATEWAY 48” GRANULATOR WITH BELT CONVEYOR, PRO GRIND SERIES, S/N 904801.
TREFFNER ENG 15HP GRANULATOR, 52” X 21” OPENING.
HEGER COMPACTOR, CONTINUOUS 16” X 16” BLOCK WITH HOPPER.
2) DE DUSTER SYSTEMS WITH HOPPERS.
36) CANVAS FOAM HOLDING HOPPERS.
TANKS, STAINLESS HOLDING TANKS, VACUUM SYSTEMS AND ETC.
2) MARLEY COOLING TOWERS.

TREFFNER ENG 15HP, 21” x 52” GRANULATOR

MUST SEE

GATEWAY 48” PRO-GRIND W/ BELT CONVEYOR

(2) (1 OF 2) (36)
FOAM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

HORIZONTAL HOT WIRE FOAM CUTTING SYSTEM

FOAM MOLD MAKING DEPARTMENT

FEATURING:
GATEWAY GP 4000 HOT WIRE SLABBER, VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL CUTS, TOP AND BOTTOM SCRAP REMOVAL, STACKING CONVEYOR, COMPUTER CONTROLLED HOT WIRE SAW, S/N 916501. (REPLACES FOR $350,000)
2) GATEWAY MODEL GP5000 CNC HOT WIRE CONTOUR CUTTING SYSTEMS, 112” WIDE X 52” HIGH X 120” LONG BLOCK SIZES, 25 CONTOUR WIRES, 32TPI, S/N 563602, 706001.
4) DOWN CUTTER FOAM HOT SAW, FOR FFT X 8FT BLOCKS.
CUSTOM 4FT FOAM GROOVER WITH CONVEYOR.
COMPLETE FOAM LINE, 24” CAPACITY, PRINT, TUNG GROOVE, DIMPLE MACHINE WITH JET MARK INK SYSTEM.
HORIZONTAL SLABBER, 57” CUT AREA, 4FT HIGH CAPACITY.

COMPLETE 24” FOAM PROCESSING LINE W/ PRINTER, GROOVER AND DIMPLER

HORIZONTAL 57” x 4FT HEIGHT SLABBER FOR FOAM

1 OF 4 DOWN CUTTER 4’ x 8’ FOAM HOT SAW

1 OF 4 DOWN CUTTING FOAM HOT SAW

1 OF 4 COMPLETE LINE

3 COMPLETE FOAM MOLD LINES
GATEWAY GP-4000 CONTOUR HOT WIRE SLABBER, FOR VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL FOAM CUTTING

GATEWAY GP5000 HOT WIRE CONTOUR CUTTING SYSTEM 112” W x 52” H x 120” LONG BLOCK SIZE CAPACITY

SAMPLE FOAM SLABS PRODUCT FROM MOLDS

FEATURING:
1) GATEWAY GP4000 CNC HOT WIRE CONTOUR CUTTING SYSTEM, 112” WIDE X 52” HIGH X 120” LONG BLOCK SIZES, 25 CONTOUR WIRES, 32TPI, S/N 916501. (REPLACES FOR $350,000)
2) GATEWAY MODEL GP5000 CNC HOT WIRE CONTOUR CUTTING SYSTEMS, 112” WIDE X 52” HIGH X 120” LONG BLOCK SIZES, 25 CONTOUR WIRES, 32TPI, S/N 563602, 706001.
4) DOWN CUTTER FOAM HOT SAW, FOR FFT X 8FT BLOCKS. CUSTOM 4FT FOAM GROOVER WITH CONVEYOR. COMPLETE FOAM LINE, 24” CAPACITY, PRINT, TUNG GROOVE, DIMPLE MACHINE WITH JET MARK INK SYSTEM.
HORIZONTAL SLABBER, 57” CUT AREA, 4FT HIGH CAPACITY.